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RESPONSE ARTIFACTS'
BACKGROUND
The return beam vidicon (RBV) sensing systems employed aboard Landsats 1, 2, and 3 have all been
similar in that they have utilized vidicon tube cameras. These are not mirror-sweep scanning devices such as
the multispectral scanner (MSS) sensors that have also been carried aboard the Landsat satellites. The
vidicons operate more like common television cameras, using an electron gun to read images from a
photoconductive faceplate.
In the case of Landsats I and 2, the RBV system consisted of three such vidicons which collected remote
sensing data in three distinct spectral bands. Landsat 3, however, utilizes just two vidicon cameras, both of
which sense data in a single broad band. The Landsat 3 RBV system additionally has a unique configuration.
As arranged, the two cameras can be shuttered alternately, twice each, in the same time it takes for one MSS
scene to be acquired. This shuttering sequence results in four RBV "subscenes" for every MSS scene ac-
quired, similar to the four quadrants of a square. See Figure 1.
Each subscene represents a ground area of approximately 98 by 98 km. The subscenes are designated A,
B, C, and D, for the northwest, northeast, southwest, and southeast quarters of the full scene, respectively.
RBV data products are normally ordereu, reproduced, and sold on a subscene basis and are in general refer-
red to in this way.
Each exposure from the RBV camera system presents an image which is 98 km on a side. When these
analog video data are subsequently converted to digital form, the picture element, or pixel, that results is
19 m on a side with an effective resolution element of 30 m. This pixel size is substantially smaller than that
obtainable in MSS images (the MSS has an effective resolution element of 73.4 m), and, when RBV images
are compared to equivalent MSS images, better resolution in the RBV data is clearly evident. It is for this
reason that the RBV system can be a valuable tool for remote sensing of earth resources.
Until recently, RBV imagery was processed directly from wideband video tape data onto 70-mm film.
This changed in September 1980 when digital production of RBV data at the NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC) began. The wid,:band video tape data are now s • :bjected to analog-to-digital preprocessing
and corrected both radiometri.ally and geometrically • o produce high-density digital tapes (HDT's). The
HDT data are subsequently transmitted via satellite (Domsat) to the EROS Data Center (EDC) where they are
used to generate 241-mm photographic images at a scale of 1:500,000. Computer-compatible tapes of the data
are also generated as digital products.
Of the RBV data acquired since September 1. 1980, approximately 2,800 subscenes per month have been
processed at EDC.
'Artitao: an object or %tru,:ure not normally preens, but produced b% an eternal (as human) agency or action.
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Figure 1. RBV Shuttering Arrangement
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Analysis of large volumes of Landsat 3 RBV digital data which have been converted to photographic
form has led to the firm identification of several visible artifacts in the imagery. These artifacts have been
identified, categorized, and traced directly to specific sensor response characteristics. Furthermore, analysis
has determined that none are easily removed. All cases remain under active study for possible image
enhancements at some point in the future.
The purpose of this document is to describe these artifacts based on the best information available at this
time. Examples of affected imagery are presented in order to heap the reader recognize the various artifacts
when they occur, thereby enabling him to distinguish better between image content and innate defects caused
by the sensor system.
To date, seven generic categories of sensor response artifacts have been identified:
1. Shading and Stairsteps (Figures 3 and 4)
2. Corners out of Focus (Figure 5)
3. Missing Reseaus (Figure 6)
4. Reseau Distortion and Data Distortion (Figure 7)
5. Black Vertical Line (Figure 8)
6. G: ain Effect (Figure 9)
7. Faceplate Contamination (Figures 10 and 11).
An additional category under study, but not yet determined to be caused by sensor response, is a geometric ar-
tifact ( Figure 12) which appears to be peculiar to RBV imagery. These phenomena are only the most common
found to date, and it is realized that the list may be by no means inclusive.
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The artifacts can occur singly or in combination. In some cases, their impact on data usability is serious,
resulting in total loss of image content. In other cases, only minor defects exist and the overall quality of the
image is considered good. Between these two extremes, the case most often found is that a partial reduction in
overall image quality occurs. This can create problems for the photo interpreter, such as when two or more
visible defects combine to make the discernment of image detail more difficult; or it can result in actual loss of
detail in specific areas, such as when significant ground features are suppressed or obscured due to a single
type of artifact. In the latter instance especially, scenes that are radioma!rically "flat" to begin with (desert
scenes, water, cloud-covered areas) exhibit the worst effects.
A large fraction of the RBV data processed and recorded on HDT's to date suffer from this reduction in
overall quality. When subsequently converted to film or digital products, therefore, most of the data are
downgraded during quality assessment. Because the average background scene radiance varies as it does, the
defects in the imagery appear to be random in terms of both magnitude and location in the image area.
The situation clearly presents a problem both for the user and for EDC Quality Assurance personnel.
Users have a right to be concerned about the potential for poor image quality in the products they order, for
image quality is generally an indication of usability. Quality Assurance personnel, on the other hand, have the
difficult task of establishing an image quality rating for data which may vary unpredictably and whose
ultimate usability to some customers is impossible to determine.
Impact on Users
From the serious user's point of view, an image that is only part, ly affected by artifacts is one that still
contains unaffected, usable data. It may be impossible to predict where the artifacts will occur in the image
spatially, but many users are willing to take this risk. These same users are also aware that the mere occur-
rence of a given defect does not necessarily mean that that part of the image automatically becomes
"unusable." They may find, for example, that they can work around certain defects once they learn what
those defects do to the image. The scientific value of an image for a specific application is therefore something
that only the user can determine.
For these reasons, RBV data affected by sensor response artifacts are being made readily available. It is
realized that the aesthetic appearance of an image is of little importance to the scientist. In addition, in spite
of the ostensible deficiencies, a good amount of usable RBV data is being produced. The philosophy has been
taken that as long as users are aware of the problem, its impact will not be as great.
Casual users, of course, may see things differently. Because the majority of data acquired to date in-
cludes areas having the flat field radiance response mentioned previously, very few RSvI images have been
processed that would be suitable for display purposes. It is an intent of this document, in fact, to demonstrate
that situation through examples. Any user ordering RBV imagery should be aware that, although useful scien-
tifically, RBV d ita may not always be aesthetically pleasing to the eye.
Quality Assurance Procedures
From a Quality Assurance point of view, the RBV data now being received fit none of the pre-established
criteria that are used to judge the quality of other Landsat data. Normally, all Landsat data are subjected to a
stringent inspection procedure which is designed to identify the number, type, and extent of visual defects in
an image. The image quality rating is established accordingly based on this qualitative assessment. This
system works well because the deficiencies are known (having been recognized over the years), and their
nature is understood. The impact of each on the usability of final photographic products can be judged with
high accuracy.
The RBV data are different. The sensor-caused artifacts are typical of those experienced by other vidicon
users; however, their impact on Landsat data users has not yet been completely established due to a lack of ex-
perience in dealing with these data by the user community as a whole. The perceived product defi-
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ciencies are thus %cry difficult to categorize. .4 derision was lhere%orr ►naele not to downgrac/e RBV image
qualat, hecause of sensor-caused deblk-ts. Instead, the normal qualitative assessment procedure has been
replaced by a procedure in %%hich relative image quality is rated based upon the perceived utility of the data.
Figures 2A through 2D shoss four ev imples of RBV imagery sshich repre%cm the four possible quality ratings
that can be given at EDC. A rating of "8" is given to denote a "good" image; a "S" equals "fair"; it "'"
equals "poor". and a "0" equals "unusable." i he examples give an indication of %hat percentage of the im-
age content must be lost for an image to receive one of these ratings. About 60 percent of the RBV data
ieccked and processed by EDC since September 1, 1980, hase been rated good or fair.
Figure 2A. Example of a Quality "8" RBV Image
Figure 213. Example of a Quality "S' RBA Image
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Figure 2C. Example kit' a Quality	 R ti p' Image
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Figurc 21). Lumhle tit a Quality -0 - RBA' Image
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EXAMPLES
The remainder of this document is devoted to brief discussions and examples of the RBV image defects
that are occurring at this time. None of them .Are easily correctable. (Questions on any aspect of the informa-
tion presented may be directed to:
User Services Section
U.S. Geological Survey
EROS Data Center
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57198
Telephone: (605) 594-6151
FTS: 784-7151
Shading and Stairsteps
Prelaunch testing of the RBV cameras in v olved placing each in front of a light source and measuring
camera response as the light Ic%cl was varied. This test revealed that the responses were neither uniform from
camera to camera nor uniform across either camera faceplate. The lack of uniformity across the individual
camera faceplates is called shading.
Shading is ml'SI obvious when the data acquired lie within a relatively narrow range of gray levels. Dif-
ferences from camct :1 to camera can be seen in Figure 3 w here overall scene density varies considerably be-
tween two adjacent subscenes. The left-hand image in Figure 3 also shows how variations in camera response
from point to point across the camera faceplate can produce camera-unique shading patterns. Some shading
is evident in the right-hand image, as well.
Figure 3. Examples of Shading in Two Adjacent Sub.ccnc,
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The prelaunch tests were performed in order to collect enough information to minimize these differences
during ground proces s ing after launch. Alihough minimisation has been accomplished, it has been impossible
to renuosc these effects totally. The result is a icsulual, spatially-varying, gray-lcscl-depcnc:nt shading in
most RBV images. Shading is unique to each subscene, and it affects sonic images more than others.
Related to shading is an effect knossn as "stairst cps. "Sonic RB',' data contain localized areas where the
image data have fallen into certain anomalously regular patterns. These patterns are characterized by edges
sshich resemble a staircase viewed from the side. Such patterns can be seen in figure 4 as series of concentric
polygons. Other patterns can occur, but the stairstep characteristic Hill always be present.
Stairsteps are induced by ground processing and occur as a result of imperfeci deshading "hen the raw
input data lie outride established high- and loss-radiance limits. Both high-radiance and loss-radiance
stairsteps therefore occur. Both types are related to camera response characteristics similar to *hose described
above for shadine.
Figure 4. Examples of Stairsteps
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Corners Out of Focus
For some RBV data, it is ob%ious that the corners of the image are out of focus %%lien compared to the
more central parts of the image. This is a vidicon tube characteristic and can be seen in the r.iw data. Whilc
the optics system could he at fault, the ca y.se is much more likely to be thermal perturbations or a
phenomenon known as "beam-landing" errc r . The effect is aggrasated by imperfect deshading and the
present.c of high-frequency noise (causing spatial distortions) %shell either of these occur Figure 5 is a good
example of a poorly focused corner. Note the blurred reseau mark.
Figure 5. Enlarged Corner Area Illustrating Poor Focus
Missing Rcscau Marks
I Ire reseau rn:.rks that hasc been inscribed on the faceplate of each camera can annear to he lost in an im-
age when the% occur among data that lie at either radiance extreme. For Itm-radiance data, the reseaus merge
into the background and are obscured. For high-radiance data, the reseaus can he washed out or lost due to a
sidicon characteristic called "blooming." I he latter effect is probably a result of the gain setting on the R13
sensor and cannot be corrected by ground processing. Figure 6 is an enlargement of an image where high-
radiance image dwa hale causal rcseau marks to he missing.
Rcscau Distortion and Data Distortion
Distortion in reseau marks and image data can occur sshrn the raw data contain time-code-indueed
anomalies. The enlargement in Figure 7 contains some reseau marks that are badly cur%cd, and the image data
near them, as v ell as elsewhere, arc similarly distorted. Minor data losses in the time-code signal are thought
to cause this horizontal shifting of data. Although this effect is not restricted to anN area in an image, it is
usuall\ most pronounced in the corners of the ima;!c.
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Black Vertical I ine
Image data acytnrcd by camera no. 2 (\shich acquires suhwetics B and 1)1 contain it thin black line along
the left \crwal edge of the inlar., . 1'hi, i, C\ I,Icnt "hen the left edge of the image contain, high-radiance data.
Figure S is one e\anlple. This artifact occur, it% it result of both hard\+arc and soft%arc problem, in the
ground processing s\stcnl. Its impact on image yualit) is strictly cosmetic. and it is sl-amn hcic more for com-
pleteness than fot an\ other reason.
Cir:kill Uffect
Production of a large solunle of RIA' data has resulted ill 	 identification of specific images that con-
tain it "graining ., or it fabric-t\pe appeatai e. I he enlargement ill 	 N shows, ;III 	 of Fad gr„ining
ill the uppci letl corner. I he grain CITCci ha, been found to exist ill all of the data procccsed to date
Probably alitihwahle to some Imin of noise, the grain effect is currcntl^ under analysis at 6SFC \\here  at-
tempt, arc hang made to property charactcriic it.
Faceplate Contamination
T\so categories of faceplate eonlatimiation exist. Thcse ha\c hce,l designated as "hot ,puts .. and
scar,.
Figure Ill show, an c\anlhlc of a hot spol ill the upper Ich corner of the image. It correlate, to it 	 in
the I , h\llllCllCdllill\l' layer llf IIIc \idicon. it I) ing as a bullied MiiIc ,pol, Alit ,put, are repcatabIC friled
linage to image and their plonli.letlle is depcndet I upon the gra) IOCI of the image data \\rittcn  MCI Ihcnl.
t )tiler hot spiel, C\I,t In I Ir11rC Ill hill .Ile 1101 : 1 , 1101IcCablc. Visual 1IC1Ccl1011 of hot sp,lt, 1, pO„IMC lull\ \% licit
the :ncrage background seen; radiance 1s lo\\ enough to Dermot them to ,land out.
v
I ieuic S Image Kith Black Vertical I ine
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F= igure 9.: xamnle of Graining
F figure 10. f-xamrle of Hot Spot
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The second type of faceplate contamination cannot be seen clearly unless die proper combination of sun
angle and scene radiance exists. M.'hen these condiCons exist, one can detect bright %%bite pinhole-size spots
that are each accompanied '-y a black "shadow" of unknown origin. These are tamed tears. The enlargem•mi
in figure I I has examples of tears; at this scale the tear shadows actually seem to be the dorninant feature.
Tears . ,an be attributed to two causes. In some cases, they are a manifestation o[ miner Ilaws in the photocon-
ductiNc lacer of the vidiam. :n other cases they represent localised areas of condensate on the camera
faceplate. They al%%ays occur in the same place, and their detection is dependent upon the gray level of 'he im-
age da;a written over them. They appear to he permanent.
both types of faceplate contamination, hot spots and tears, are uncorrecrable b y ground processing
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Gcometric Awnnaly
A small fraction of RBV data has been found to contain a loca! geometric distortion. Image data in this
category can he recognised by ;he presence of parallel lines restricted to ;he left one-third of the image. Such
an area is highlighted in Figure 12. I'hcse lines al%%ays occur near the top and on the left-hand side of the
subscene. l he% du not extend into an\ other one-third segment of the image data, and they are abruptl y ter-
minated :it the bot,-Jar\ bct\secn the left ono ;hind of the data and th; center one-third.
This itifac: is introduced by ground processing and should be capable of being rcntosed by the same
means. A stud; is tinder \%a\ at GSFC to determine hos% this mi g ht best be done.
M
Figure 12. Evantple of RBV Geometric Anomaly
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